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CAM Construction is a privately owned construction service firm based in Baltimore, MD since 1962. By
providing Pre-Construction, Cost Estimating, Design-Build, Construction Management, and General
Contracting services, our staff continues to serve the Maryland community, as well as select projects along
the East Coast. CAM has completed over 325 major projects in the last 57 years and has served the private,
public, and non/profit sectors since our inception. Named “6th Fastest Growing Private Company in the
Baltimore Metropolitan Area” Baltimore Business Journal – 2018, 50 Fastest Growing Firms.

In 2010, Baltimore City Public Schools laid the 
groundwork for an ambitious plan to rebuild the 
aging school buildings throughout the city. Using 
combined team efforts, including the City of 
Baltimore and the Maryland Stadium Authority 
(MSA), those plans to build high-quality, 
future-focused schools for Baltimore are in action 
totoday through the 21st Century School Building 
Program. CAM teamed up with Eyrus in order to 
meet the OCIP (Owner Controlled Insurance 
Program) requirements for compliance on the Bay 
Brook Elementary / Middle School project 
established by MSA. These strict safety 
requirements mandated records be kept 
shshowcasing exactly who was on site at all times, as 
well as who had background checks and past drug 
testing. Another key understanding was tracking 
by hour how many jobs and work hours were 
created for Baltimore City residents and the 
surrounding counties through the program.

Apex, the leading solution of the Eyrus platform for 
workforce visibility, provided the real-time 
workforce attendance, attribute tracking, and all 
the necessary reporting for compliance on this 
project. CAM compounded the value of the system 
by using the real-time data for their own onsite 
operations. They gained even more efficiency by 
givinggiving MSA, the owner representative, direct 
access into Eyrus to retrieve reports, saving both 
MSA and CAM’s onsite team additional 
administrative work. “It saves hours of time for our 
project administration team because of the 
transparency and flow of real-time information. 
The owner has access to the data and they easily 
eextract the info they need into automated reports 
or customizable searches, saving our team 
valuable time and allowing us to reallocate these 
daily priorities,” said Mike Marshner, the Business 
Development Manager for CAM responsible for the 
client’s satisfaction and heavily involved with 
CAM’s on-site OCIP administration process.



In order to have a real-time understanding of who is on your site, everyone must be registered in Apex
and have a badge or beacon. For this project, CAM chose the most popular wearable Eyrus provides
which is the BLE hard hat beacon. During CAM’s standard on-site orientation process, the team collected
the necessary information per person for the OCIP requirements and provided everyone with a beacon
during the initial safety briefing. Beacons activate immediately and their signal is picked up by on-site
Readers positioned at the entrances of the site. This allowed the CAM team to know who’s on site in
rreal-time, who they worked for, when they arrived and when they were last seen on site. Additionally, the
recording and accessibility of this information is key to accurate on-site reporting. The Apex evacuation
interface enabled the CAM team to communicate with on-site teams and understand if the site was fully
evacuated in case of a drill or an unforeseen emergency.



The CAM team worked with Eyrus prior to kick off to determine what data needed to be collected per
individual coming on the site. The data was captured through a customized registration process that
seamlessly fit into CAM’s standard site/safety orientation, via a batch upload.  This information creates
the Eyrus interactive central database. The data is organized to quickly view high level information per
subcontractor and CSI division in real-time, such as headcounts, and easily dive into details, like timesheet
information when necessary.

SStrategically important for this project, CAM was able to easily customize reports based on the attributes
collected at orientation, fulfilling the requirements for the project. Apex empowers users to quickly sort
and filter data (such as trade, city residency, safety briefing date, foreman, and more) for immediate answers
and custom reports. With just a few clicks, compliance reporting is easily completed. In fact, when asked
about his favorite feature in Eyrus, Mike Marshner tells the team, “the ad-hoc reporting capability, allowing
our team to seamlessly pull up the correct answers for the task at hand and easily extract and share this
ininformation.” Furthermore, reports can be automatically sent on a daily, weekly or monthly basis and per
the team’s needs.





“Eyrus was incredibly helpful -
 on the phone and by email,
 everyone promptly handled
 any issues”

Eyrus is a customer service driven company that focuses on connecting with their clients on a regular basis
to find ways to better fulfill their goals.  Over the course of the project, the Eyrus team met with the CAM
on-site team, Mike Marshner, and Marc Munafo, President of CAM Construction, to discuss their experience
and feedback. This process drives key improvements to the Eyrus platform which further supports our
client’s productivity and efficiency.

When asked about learning how to use Eyrus
initially and throughout the project, the onsite
team reported, “the training is very good in person
and online. The Eyrus team would respond quickly
and with screen shots for us to easily follow the
instructions on any specific how-to questions,”
says Csays Crystal Lapp. “They were incredibly helpful -
on the phone and by email, everyone promptly
handled any issues,” adds Mike Marshner.


